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Great Midwest Trivia Contest stumps players on and off campus

“The Solar-Powered Nips (#thehardeningofthenip)” struggles to find the answer to the super garuda in Trivia’s final hour.
Photo by Luke Payne

Tina Czaplinska
Staff Writer

____________________________________
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“Boy, Photoshop skills are
really not all you need,” began
junior and member of team
“Homemaker, wife and mother
to 3 beautiful children” Molly
Froman.
Froman spent the weekend
of Jan. 27–29 participating in
Lawrence’s 52nd Great Midwest
Trivia Contest, a 50-hour long
competition broadcasted on
WLFM radio.
“It started just as an on-campus joke,” said senior and 2017
Head Master Ridley Tankersley.
“Dorm teams played. Since people
have graduated and other people
have gotten word about [the competition], there are a lot of offcampus teams that play.”
Trivia quickly became a
Lawrence tradition, sweeping 686
sleepless players under its belt
this year alone.
“I participate in Trivia
because it is fun and it is one of
the only traditions Lawrence has,”
said senior and member of team
“Homemaker,” Gillian Etherington.
“It is important to trust the game
to be fun and not super competi-

tive.”
Besides playing Trivia, one
can apply to become a Trivia master and help run the contest. A
total of 13 Trivia masters graced
the radio waves this year.
“This was my first and only
year being a Trivia master,” said
senior and Trivia Master Sarah
Axtell. “I myself had a ton of fun
getting to go on air and answering
phones and, from what I gather,
people who were playing seemed
to have a lot of fun too.”
“I started [playing] Trivia
in my sophomore year because I
had friends who were playing on
Shrek, which was a big good time
and I had a lot of fun,” said senior
and Trivia Master Willa Johnson.
“I auditioned to be a master my
junior year and it was all downhill
from there.”
Each master writes around
30 questions and organizes events
to make Trivia what it is.
“It is a lot of administrative work but also a lot of talking about funny stuff we see on
the Internet,” continued Johnson.
“The overall goal is to make the
contest as fun and as inclusive and
nondestructive as possible. Trivia
should be fun, above all else.”
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“Trying to balance everything
is pretty difficult. There are a lot
of jobs to do and they’re hard to
do on not a lot of sleep,” added
Tankersley.
This year, Trivia included
a medley of activities, including

a campus-wide scavenger hunt,
junior Leo Leventhal’s 24-hour
Heli Attack 2 competition and
the final hour, which includes the
garuda questions.
“It turned out that it was
pretty easy to cheat [at Heli Attack

2], so we changed the rules to say
‘This is how you cheat so now
the objective is who can get the
highest score by cheating,’” said
Tankersley.

Hannah Kinzer

protests have taken place around
the country, many of them in airports.
Stephen Edward Scarff
Professor of International Affairs
and Associate Professor of
Government Jason Brozek helped
plan the event. In an article published in the Post Crescent on Jan.
29, Brozek said, “We stand with
refugees and immigrants in the
Fox Cities and around the United
States.”
The vigil at Lawrence
University started at 7 p.m. Small
white candles were lit and provided to attendees. Some attendees brought signs protesting the
recent executive orders and supporting community members
most affected by the change in
administration.
Individuals volunteered to

speak out against the immigration
policies and encourage inclusion
and community. Several attendees
led the group in songs and chants,
including the song, “This Little
Light of Mine.”
Some speakers recited poetry
or speeches in response to the
events of recent weeks. Many
emphasized a call for activism and
encouraged attendees to engage
with local administration on
recent political issues.
The group cheered when
cars passing by on College Avenue
honked and after speakers concluded. The vigil ran past 8 p.m.,
even as the wind and cold weather
buffeted the crowd. See page 2 for
photos of the vigil.

See page 2

Candlelight vigil calls for action
Staff Writer
________________________________

On Sunday, Jan. 29, 2017, a
candlelight vigil was held in front
of the Lawrence Memorial Chapel.
Appleton residents, members
of community groups including World Relief Fox Valley, and
Lawrence University faculty and
students came together to protest the recent executive orders on
immigration.
The orders, signed on Friday,
Jan. 27, suspended all refugee
admissions for 120 days, barred
immigration from select countries
for 90 days and blocked Syrian
refugee entrance into the U.S.
indefinitely. The orders also affect
green card holders, students and
visitors, preventing many from
traveling to the U.S. Since Friday,
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Trivia

continued from page 1
The winning team bested
their competitors by putting a
piece of tape on their computer
screen with a multiplier of ten.
This was sad news to Froman, who
submitted a video that included a
Photoshopped score at the end of
the video.
“You need a big brain in order
to get the question right. I, regretfully, did not use my brain enough
to get a higher number on the
page but I think, in my heart, I
was the real winner,” concluded
Froman.
This year’s Trivia masters
have some advice for the future
of Trivia, contestants and beyond.

“My two pieces of advice
would be to start preparing
before Winter Term, write questions before Winter Term, think
about what you want to do before
Winter Term,” said Axtell. ”During
the contest, take care of yourself
and put that above other things.
That will make it more fun if you
are in a good place mentally.”
“My biggest advice is to let
Trivia masters make the contest what they want it to be but
don’t forget that there are a lot of
people playing that have expectations,” said Tankersley.
Junior Jenny Hanrahan
was deemed 2018’s Trivia Head
Master and Kevin Goggins, assistant director of campus safety,
was named Honorary Trivia Head
Master.

As Tankersley hangs up
his cape and tries to catch up
on lost sleep, he looks positively
on his Trivia experience here at
Lawrence.
“I haven’t played it in a long
time, and I miss it. Hopefully I
have some people to play with
next year,” concluded Tankersley.
“Team Drinking in the
Lounge” took first place for
on-campus
teams,
while
“Homemaker” took second and
“Cult of the Pink Shoes” third. For
off-campus teams, “Holy Broman
Literary Society Presents: Adam
Smith’s Invisible Hand J**” won
first place, “The Cailloutastrophe”
came in second and “Hobgoblins
of Little Minds” third.
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Students celebrate
Lunar New Year

Hannah Birch
Staff Writer

____________________________________

On the evening of Saturday,
Jan. 28, Lawrence celebrated the
Lunar New Year—also known as
the Chinese New Year—with food,
activities and performances in the
Warch Campus Center. The popular event was attended not only by
Lawrence students, but by friends,
families and other community
members interested in celebrating and learning about New Year
traditions around the world.
Performances
throughout the night included the traditional Vietnamese Lion Dance,
several dances by local Hmong
dance group Nkauj Hmoob Ntsais
Lias, as well as Vietnamese hip
hop dance and drumming by the
University of Wisconsin–Madison
Okinawan Taiko Club. In between
performances, international students shared how they typically
celebrate the new year, as well as
how to say “Happy New Year” in

their language.
In recent years, the Lunar
New Year celebration has expanded to celebrate a wider variety
of traditions. For example, junior
Tamanna Akram told of Bengali
meals and festivals on Jan. 1,
which does not fall on the Lunar
New Year. “It feels great, because
there are not a lot of opportunities (to share Bengali culture) at
Lawrence, even though we have
a lot of these events. It’s very rare
to be able to share with a lot of
people.”
Freshman
Ben
Tran
explained this was his first experience celebrating the Lunar New
Year outside of his home country
of Vietnam. Tran said, “Our performance [the Vietnamese Lion
Dance] slayed. This is truly an
authentic Vietnamese thing.” Tran
also enjoyed sharing traditional
Vietnamese candies during the
Cultural Expo.

Candelight Vigil
continued from page 1

Students, faculty and community members came together for a candlelight vigil to
protest President Trump’s recent executive order. The vigil was impromptu, and most
students learned of it through social media.

Trivia masters and players hail junior Jenny Hanrahan as new Head Master at Trivia’s closing ceremony.
Photo by Emily Midyette
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RLD NEWS
Compiled by Kelsey Kaufmann

Morocco
Morocco moved to rejoin the
African Union (AU) after a 30
year hiatus due to political dispute with Western Sahara, a
territory it claimed ownership
of at the time of its exit. It was
voted in 39-9 as the last country to join the AU.

Europe
The European Union (EU)
added the United States to the
list of growing international
threats to be discussed at their
upcoming meeting on Feb. 3
alongside Russia and China.
European Council President
Donald Tusk urged the EU to
consider its relationship with
America in light of President
Trump’s recent executive
orders, as well as his support
for Brexit.

Asia
Millions gathered to celebrate
the Lunar New Year on Saturday,
Jan. 28. This day marked the
beginning of the Year of the
Rooster, which is to last until
Feb. 15, 2018. Thousands of
people are estimated to have
traveled to China and neighboring countries for the yearly
celebration.

Ukraine
An evacuation order is underway
for the town of Avdiivka due to
renewed conflict with Russian
rebels. Ukrainian officials say that
approximately 9,000 residents
will be relocated to nearby towns
if the fighting continues to escalate. It is thought that the town is
being targeted due to its importance to Ukraine’s steel industry.

Canada
A gunman killed six in an attack
on a Québec City mosque during prayer late Sunday, Jan. 29.
Officials claim the attack was
an act of terrorism against the
Muslim community by an altright gunman. Prime suspect
Alexandre Bissonette is being
charged on six counts of firstdegree murder and five counts
of attempted murder.

Photos by Emily Midyette
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Seniority Report
Congratulations!
It’s Fifth Week

Leigh Kronsnoble
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

We are halfway! Halfway
between here and there. Halfway
between, “Wow, I cannot wait to
further develop myself in my final
year at Lawrence,” and, “Oh my
god, who am I, how do I live in a
community larger than one square
mile?” For those of us graduating
in a few months, we will most likely be headed into uncharted territory, and that can be a scary thing.
Don’t worry! Academic skill-sets
aside, it is important to acknowledge the real-world skills we have
attained in our time as students.
For starters, we are now bona
fide experts at navigating the
complexities of the postal service.

Excerpts from an overactive imagination.

Tia Colbert
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

SCENE, Mall Food Court. A group
of college-age students sit at a circular table.
STUDENT 3: History should be
gayer!
GROUP laughs.
STUDENT 3: (Throws up their
hands) I’m serious!
STUDENT 4: (Putting their hand
on STUDENT 3’s shoulder) Hon,
history is plenty gay, it’s not like
people just suddenly started being
gay.
STUDENT 3: Oh, you know what I
mean. Rolls their eyes. Like, there
should be more ways to learn
about it. Things were much more
suppressed a couple hundred
years ago.
STUDENT 1: Nodding. I understand.
STUDENT 3: Anyway, are you
done? I’m ready to go.

“Lunch”

STUDENT 1: Hey, gestures to the
table’s other occupants. I’m not the
only one still eating.
STUDENT 4: Actually…
STUDENT 3: You kind of are.
STUDENT 2: Faux condemnation.
I’m just picking at my plate at this
point.
STUDENT 1: Frowns. You guys
suck.
A woman faints a few feet away.
STUDENT 4: Oh, my God! Covers
their mouth with their hand.
STUDENT 1 and STUDENT 2 run
to her.
STUDENT 2: Are you okay?
WOMAN seems troubled and confused. Her face is obscured by a
head wrap.
WOMAN: Voice quivering. I-I think
so.
S and S2 help her up, she clings to
them as they help her right herself.
WOMAN: Thank you so much. I
don’t know what happened.
STUDENT 1: You’re very welcome.
STUDENT 2: Stay safe, ma’am.

S and S2 go back to their table.
STUDENT 2: That was weird.
STUDENT 1: Yeah, she just got
right up…
Their voices fade out.
WOMAN: I can’t believe how often
that works!
WOMAN enters an empty women’s
bathroom and removes her head
wrap. It is LORRINE.
LORRINE: Let’s see what we have.
She removes two wallets from her
pockets.
LORRINE: Matthew Thomas,
junior. Forty bucks, how modest.
And… Jamie Paget, sophomore.
Whew! A solid hundred! I like
this kid.
Smiling, she pockets the money
and folds the wallets. Exiting the
bathroom, she discreetly places the
wallets on a counter near the men’s
room.
LORRINE: Godspeed, gentlemen.
THE END

While some folks are forced to
keep track of a PO Box key or time
the arrival of a package with their
being at home, we can access our
always-forgotten mailbox combination online and receive email
reminders to pick up packages at
our convenience. We will have no
trouble at all transitioning to the
long waits and troublesome customer service of the real world.
Furthermore, we have developed the skills to have a place of
our own, including the culinary
know-how to create satisfying
meals. Our potential is such that
we are even granted the ability
to make our own omelets during
morning brunch. I don’t know
about you, but dousing my eggs
with cooking oil or leaving a pan

for the next person with a fine
layer of char gives me unabashed
hope for my future success.
This is all without mentioning our knack for navigating
busy city life. In other places, the
complex network of public transportation, crowded streets and
consumer choice lead to stressful and time-consuming errands.
However, here at Lawrence, it is
a truly exciting time when, after
putting off the essentials for as
long as humanly possible, we
begrudgingly make the cumbersome walk down the street to buy
our necessities at Walgreens.
Come June, we’ll be more
than ready for the real world.

SPORTS
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Super Bowl Preview, Predictions Fencing fights in DiCicco Duals at Notre Dame
Wesley Hetcher
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

One of the primary matchups
in Super Bowl LI this weekend
is the high-scoring offense of the
Atlanta Falcons against the sturdy defense of the New England
Patriots. The Falcons boast one of
the most consistent offensive lines
in football, having the only group
of five to start every single game
this season. It’s not quite the same
as offensive lineman Joe Thomas
of the Cleveland Browns having
never missed a single snap in the
National Football League (NFL)
during his eleven seasons, but it’s
a streak.
The Falcons have a passing attack led by Matt Ryan, who
has put together a strong candidacy for league MVP. A 38-7
touchdown-interception ratio is
one of the best in recent memory,
and comparable to the opposing
quarterback, Tom Brady. Passing
for an astounding 28 touchdowns
to only two interceptions in the
regular season, Brady has been
marred by the fact he missed a full
quarter of the season.
A result of the “Deflategate” scandal, Brady’s possibility of being handed the Lombardi
Trophy from NFL commissioner
Roger Goodell after his failed
appeal is anticipated to be one of
the more awkward interactions by
many—not including Brady and
Goodell.
The Patriots boast the best
scoring defense in the league,
allowing only 15.6 points per
game, and giving up more than 30
in a match only once. It’s a group
attuned to the physical nature
of the game, with solid tackling
and patience from their big men.
The Falcons, on the other hand,
are all about speed. On offense
and defense, the goal is to fly
around the field and attack the
ball. Thought of as a poor type of

defense to contend for a championship, the Falcons style of play
fits well with their young personnel. The top two leading tacklers,
Deion Jones and Keanu Neal, are
both rookies.
The youthful defense of the
Falcons hopes to go toe-for-toe
with one of the more experienced offenses in the history of
the NFL. Bill Belichick, coach of
the Patriots, and Brady are no
strangers to the postseason. As a
coach-quarterback pair, they have
reached six Super Bowls, winning
four. This, Brady’s seventh Super
Bowl start, extends his NFL record
for appearing in the biggest of
games.
Receiver Julio Jones will play
a big part for the Falcons, as he
will likely face a large amount
of coverage from Patriot Malcom
Butler. If you don’t remember, this
was the guy who intercepted the
ball intended to be handed off
to Marshawn Lynch in the Super
Bowl two years ago, sealing a
Patroit victory. Jones’s speed and
size will be a large challenge, and
do not be surprised if he can open
up some lanes for his fellow passcatchers Mohammed Sanu and
Taylor Gabriel.
I expect this to be one of
the highest-scoring championship games of the past decades. A
time when defenses can’t enforce
their will as freely and quarterbacks aren’t allowed to play pattycake has led to a preference for
offensive statistical dominance.
Along with the raw ability of the
two teams and their preparation,
we should see two defenses get
picked apart over the course of 60
minutes. I believe Atlanta has the
tools on offense to sustain drives
and score consistently against the
best defense in the league, and
will exceed the margin any other
team has put up so far.
38-36 final score, Atlanta
wins their first Super Bowl.

Molly Doruska
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

After a long break from competition, the Lawrence University
fencing team hit the road and traveled to the University of Notre
Dame for the DiCicco Duals for a
weekend of competition on Jan.
28 and 29. Over the course of
two days, the Men’s team faced
four different opponents while
the women’s team faced five. This
gave the fencers many opportunities to compete.
Overall, the Vikings collected
five victories compared to only
four losses throughout the competition. The women went 3-2 while
the men were 2-2. Both teams lost
to Notre Dame. The Fighting Irish
topped the Vikings 25-2 on the
men’s side with the only Viking
victories coming in foil and epee.
The women fared only slightly
better as they lost to Notre Dame

24-3 picking up one lone victory
in each event. The Northwestern
women also proved to be too
strong for the Lady Vikes as they
lost 23-4. Lawrence picked up two
victories in sabre and one each in
foil and epee. The other Viking
loss came the men dropped a
close round against Detroit Mercy
15-12. Lawrence dominated in
sabre winning 7 of the 9 bouts,
but went 4-5 in both foil and epee
to eventually lose the round.
However, the Lady Vikes
dominated Detroit Mercy winning
21-3. They went undefeated in
epee, 5-1 in foil and 7-2 in sabre.
The other Lady Vikes victories
came against Florida and Wayne
State. Lawrence beat Florida
17-10 with very strong performances in each event going 6-3
in both sabre and foil and 5-4 in
epee. The Lady Vikes’ 16-11 victory over Wayne State was led by
a strong 8-1 performance in foil.

Sabre and epee both went 4-5.
On the men’s side of the
competition, the Viking victories
came against Florida and Wayne
State as well. Lawrence was led
by a strong performance in sabre
against Florida as they went 8-1.
Epee went 6-3 and foil went 4-5 to
give the Vikings the 18-9 win over
Florida. Lawrence topped Wayne
State 16-11. There were strong
performances in foil and epee as
the Vikings went 6-3 in each while
going 4-5 in sabre.
Going forward, the team is
looking to build off of the solid
performance this past weekend.
They do not have much time to
rest; however, as they are back in
competition next weekend as they
travel to Northwestern University
for the Northwestern Duals on
both Saturday, Feb. 4 and Sunday,
Feb. 5. The Vikings look forward to
getting even better as they enter
the final stretch of their season.

Charlow won fourth in the 500
freestyle at 5:20.80.
For the women, sophomore
Emmi Zheng got two second-place
finishes and a third place. She
got second in the breaststroke at
1:10.46 and second in the 200
breastroke at 2:36.17. Sophomore
Sarah Schweickart obtained second in the 200 individual medley
at 2:21.87 and Zheng was right
behind for third at 2:22.23. Senior
Paige Witter got a title with her
first place win in the 500 freestyle at 5:27.05. Witter led the
team contingent in her event, with
Vikings holding four out of the top
six places. Freshman Elise Riggle
was third at 5:32.02 and also took
second in the 400 individual medley at 4:56.52. Senior Danielle
Millin also captured a title in her
event, the 200-yard backstroke,
at 2:18.72. Our 400 medley relay

team got second at 4:12.12 and
the 400 freestyle relay team won
third place in 3:52.08. Our ladyVikings came in third with 143
points to finish strong.
Overall, the Vikings got to
third place in their combined
team standings with a total of
206 points. Carthage took the
championship title with a total
of 641 points. As coach Fleek
summarized, “Our team had an
outstanding meet and the majority of our swimmers had best
times. Heading into the Midwest
Conference Championships—
which are Feb. 17 through the
19—I think our biggest strength
is our work ethic: our swimmers
are simply willing and able to outwork other teams.” Make sure to
support our Vikings as they head
into their final meet in February!

Tina Schrage

to recover and perform their best.
“The mindset of the meet
was really to just show off the
work we’ve put in since the meet
at Oshkosh. [We wanted to] have
fun while working hard since we
had a lot of healthy competition
to contend with,” said Sandacz.
Along with this mindset, many
of the athletes are discovering
that they are in better shape than
at the beginning of the season.
Everyone is continuously looking
forward as the season goes on.
Sophomore Josh Janusiak,
placed first in the 5000 meter run
with a time of 15:34.23, which was
about 17 seconds faster than the
next finisher. “My goal,” Janusiak
said, “was to try to break 15:20,
which didn’t quite happen, but I
went into the race pretty confident. Since it is only the beginning
of the season and my first 5000
in a while, I think it was satisfactory for me.” Ben Schaefer, sophomore, placed tenth in the 5000
with a time of 16:34.81. Hannah
Kinzer placed second in the 5000
for the women’s side with a time
of 19:32.02. “Kinzer had a great
race and she looked confident the
whole time,” Janusiak stated. “She
kept up the difficult pace even
near the end of the race.”
Coaching has been a main
mood booster for the athletes.
This indoor season, the team has
acquired a new hurdler coach,
Nathan Harder, who has been

Swimming: Private College Championships

Michele Haeberlin
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Over the weekend, our swim
and dive team went to Kenosha to
compete at Carthage College in the
Private College Championships.
“These championships are a really big deal,” coach Andrew Fleek
said. “This meet is important for
the team every year because of
the quality of competition and the
demanding event lineup which
requires the swimmers to perform up to four events. It is our
last opportunity to swim some of
the championship events.” Luckily,
our team did not disappoint.
The men did well, coming
in fourth overall with 63 points.
Sophomore Max Stahl took third
in the 200 backstroke at 2:06.20
and fifth in the 100 backstroke
at 57.96 seconds. Junior Travis

Veganism and Athleticism, Potentially Unhealthy Meet Report: Pioneer Open
Alex Kurki

Former Copy Chief

_____________________________________

Physical fitness has been a
part of my life since I took a powerlifting class in high school. When
I made the decision to switch from
vegetarianism to veganism a few
months ago, I was energized and
excited to incorporate my food
ethics into my lifestyle. When I
renounced veganism two weeks
ago, I felt the opposite. I had been
denying the extent to which my
ethical choice was at odds with
my interest in fitness.
Eliminating animal products
from one’s diet not only helps to
reduce animal cruelty and environmental damage—it also makes
getting the nutritional benefits
these animal products provide
more difficult. By definition, going
vegan reduces one’s options for
protein and healthy fats, both
of which are crucial for muscle
growth and repair. While there
are quality plant-based sources
of these macronutrients, they are
less accessible on a college campus. Additionally, losing red meat
as a source of iron can contribute
to fatigue, which is detrimental to
exercise.
In spite of these potential
obstacles, there are many vegan
fitness enthusiasts and professional athletes. Venus Williams
went vegan after being diagnosed
with Sjögren’s Syndrome, and
her sister, Serena Williams, also
became vegan to show her support. Former NFL defensive line-

man David Carter adopted the diet
late in his career, and maintained
his 300-pound mass until retirement. Arizona Cardinals cornerback Tyrann Mathieu is “90 percent vegan,” and plays at a high
level. Obviously the potential
health problems that can result
from the diet can be overcome.
I was aware of veganism’s
potential effects on nutrition, and
that highly-active people have
been able to successfully maintain a vegan lifestyle. I figured
that if people who exercise for
a living can go vegan, someone
like myself—who exercises as a
hobby—would also be able to. I
made every effort to get enough
macronutrients and calories to
sustain my level of physical activity, yet I still experienced adverse
effects. I suffered from low energy
levels—taking three-to-four hour
naps in the afternoon despite getting eight hours of sleep a night—
and I lost strength and muscle
mass while gaining weight.
I chalked this up to the stress
of my Capstone and to senioritis. However, veganism’s impact
on my immune system was the
factor that spurred my decision
to change my diet—my ethical
decision had left me so physically
unhealthy that I could not effectively fight off illness.
My experience with veganism was different from those of
many others who put greater
physical demands on their bodies,
and this difference arises from circumstance. Veganism comes from

a place of privilege—one must be
in a position to be financially welloff enough to consider others’
wellbeing before their own, and
must have the resources—in this
case, time and money—to purchase and cook nutritious vegan
meals. As an overcommitted and
cash-strapped Lawrence student,
I cannot devote the same level of
resources that a professional football or tennis player can to a diet.
I had to choose my wellbeing over
my ethical inclinations.
This piece is not meant to
deter people from veganism,
but to share my experience and
perspective on the subject. It is
important to acknowledge the
ways that ethics affect a person
as a whole, and to acknowledge
the sacrifices people who feel
strong moral obligations for a
cause choose to make. With choices relating to food ethics—in my
case, veganism—the effects were
not solely mental or spiritual, but
physical as well.

Staff Writer

_____________________________________

This past Saturday, the
Lawrence University Track
and Field Team travelled to
Platteville, Wis. to compete in
the UW-Platteville Pioneer Open.
Despite the rough training and
injuries that have plagued some
members of the team, there were
still several notable performances
around the team and improvements throughout the field.
Both of the 4x200 meter
relay teams did well in competition. The Men’s team, which consisted of freshman Terrell Myers,
freshman Noah Shea, sophomore
Dan Sandacz and freshman Will
Nichols, placed third with a time
of 1:36.09, which is about three
seconds away from Lawrence’s
record of 1:33.78—set in 2005.
The Women’s team, which consisted of freshman Mikaela Hintz,
freshman Fanita Robins, freshman Hallie Sogin and junior Janey
Degnan, placed second with a
time of 1:57.35. Shea also placed
second in the triple jump with
a mark of 42 feet, 7.5 inches.
Nichols placed eighth in the same
event with a distance of 39 feet,
11.25 inches. Wes Hetcher, senior,
placed seventh in the pole vault at
a height of 11 feet, 8 inches. Myers
placed eighth in long jump with a
mark of 19 feet, 5.5 inches. The
team has been suffering from several sicknesses and injuries, but
have slowly been working hard

See page 10
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LU Teams of the Week
Lawrence Women’s
Swimming
by Shane Farrell

Lawrence Men’s
Swimming
by Arianna Cohen

Photo by Emei Thompson

This week I got the pleasure to talk with the Women’s Swim
Team captains—seniors Danielle Millin, Rebecca Schachtman and
Paige Witter. The swim team recently took the third place in the
Private College Championship. During that meet, Millin won the
200-yard backstroke in a time of 2:18.72 and Witter won the 500
freestyle in 5:27.05 The Women’s Swim team was also named
Scholar All-American by the College Swimming and Diving Coaches
Association of America for having above a 3.0 GPA during fall
term—the team easily exceeded that with a 3.47 GPA. The Vikings
will return to the pool and compete for the Midwest Conference title
in two weeks.
Shane Farrell: How do you and your teammates balance being
varsity athletes with the academic challenges of Lawrence?

Danielle Millin: We all have to work hard to get our work done
when so much of our time is taken up by swimming, but our team
has always been good about supporting each other through stressful times in and out of the pool.
SF: You have consistently earned this award, three times now. How
does this reflect on you as a captain, your other co-captains, and
your coach?

DM: As captains we really want to lead by example and demonstrate a good balance between academics and athletics. Our coach
fully recognizes we are students before athletes and is very much
willing to compromise when schoolwork cuts into practice time.
SF: What is the team’s atmosphere like with only one meet left
before the conference championships?

Rebecca Schachtman: Right before we start taper, which is in
one week, we have some of our hardest training of the season,
so everyone on the team pretty exhausted. This is the time in
the season where we have to push through the hard training and
try to swim season best times before conference. I think we all
understand that we won’t be as successful without the support of
our teammates, so people are more supportive than ever of each
other at this point in the season. My teammates, more than anyone, understand how hard it can be sometimes to balance a varsity
sport with academics and make sure to support each other both in
and out of the pool.
SF: Do you have any personal or team goals?

RS: The women’s team is hoping to place second in conference
this year. Last year we got third, which was really exciting, but
we’d like to do even better this year. Although our team is smaller
compared to others we compete against at conference, we’ve been
doing well this season and everyone has put in a lot of hard work

See page 10

Photo by Emei Thompson

This week I interviewed one of the men’s swim captains, junior
Travis Charlow. Last week, the Men’s Swim Team was named
Scholar All-American by the College Swimming and Diving Coaches
Association of America for their combined 3.01 GPA.
Arianna Cohen: Both the Men’s and Women’s Swim Teams were
just named Academic All-Americans. What does this mean to you,
from a captain’s perspective?

Travis Charlow: This was a great accomplishment for both teams.
It truly shows the hard work that we all put in out of the pool and
the high standard we hold each other to.

AC: As a junior captain, you still have a year left. What are some of
your personal goals for the rest of your swimming career?

TC: The goals for the rest of my swimming career are simply to be
the best I can be at the sport I have spent almost all my life doing.
Along with that would be have a great time with my teammates.
As much as I like doing well, I get the most enjoyment out of meets
such as conference when I see how happy my teammates get from
swimming great. That is one of the big reasons I have stuck with
this sport—when you put in the work it really shows, especially
at conference.

AC: You had a great finish this weekend, finishing fourth in the
500 freestyle at the Wisconsin Private College Championships at
Carthage College. What are some of the keys to your continued
success?
TC: I owe a lot of my success to everyone I train with day in and
day out. They push me to my limit every day. I look forward to
practice most days for the fact that I know that I will get to race
some of the fastest swimmers in our conference. It fuels my competitive spirit and prepares me for every meet we have because I
get to race so often.
AC: What is one thing, looking back on the season as a whole, that
has stuck out in your mind in terms of the whole team’s success?

TC: With everyone being so successful it is easy to see the difference in team spirit on the pool deck at meets. When anyone looks
down at the end of the pool you can guarantee that there will be a
handful of Lawrence swimmers cheering on their teammates. It is
spectacular and noticeable by everyone who is there to witness it.
It is really special and keeps all of us going through tough swims.
AC: What are your team goals for the conference meet coming up?
TC: Some team goals for conference coming up are lifetime bests
in as many events as possible and getting as many swimmers back
for finals as we can. It would be a nice close to the season if both
teams can finish well in the team standings at conference.

Sports in Photos

STANDINGS
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
Cornell
St. Norbert
Ripon
Knox
Grinnell
Illinois
Lake Forest
Beloit
Monmouth
Lawrence

MWC
12-1
10-3
10-3
9-4
8-5
7-6
4-9
3-10
2-11
0-13

OVR
14-4
13-5
12-6
12-6
10-8
10-8
5-13
5-13
2-16
2-16

MEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
St. Norbert
Ripon
Lake Forest
Grinnell
Lawrence
Monmouth
Cornell
Illinois
Beloit
Knox

MWC
12-1
10-3
9-4
8-5
7-6
6-7
5-8
4-9
3-10
1-12

OVR
15-3
14-4
11-7
11-7
7-10
6-12
7-11
7-11
5-13
1-17

HOCKEY
TEAM

NHCA
South
13-3
9-7
8-5-1
5-6-3
6-8
4-9-1

14-5-2
11-9-1
11-7-1
8-7-4
10-9
4-14-1

North
St. Norbert
10-3-1
St. Scholastica 9-4-1
Northland
7-6-1
Lawrence
4-8-2
Finlandia
0-16

14-4-1
11-7-1
9-8-2
5-12-2
0-21

Adrian
Marian
Concordia
MSOE
Lake Forest
Aurora

OVR

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
and www.nchahockey.org
February 1, 2017

LU SPORTS
TRIVIA
Question:
What is Lawrence’s
University’s
fight
song? Who is it by?
Answer to last week’s question:
A donation of $500,000 won the
giver the right to name the visiting team locker room in the Banta
Bowl
Answers will be published in next
week’s issue
Submit
your
answer
to
theodore.h.kortenhof@lawrence.
edu for a chance to win a prize!

The Vikings took on Adrian twice last weekend, losing 5-3 and 2-1.
Photos by Tia Colbert
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Women in Lawrence’s History
Sarah Wells

College and Downer College of Fox Lake,
Wisconsin, both of which were women’s
________________________________________________ colleges. Students and faculty members
Lawrence would not be the Lawrence transferred to Lawrence University in 1964
we know without the roots of Milwaukee- when the eastside Milwaukee campus was
Downer College helping to enhance the lib- sold to UW-Milwaukee. When discussing
eral arts education, passing on memorable the college in “The Milwaukee-Downer
traditions and giving Lawrence wonderful Woman” by Lynne H. Klienman, Milwaukeestaff members and alumni—around a thou- Downer’s first president Ellen Sabin stated,
sand of whom are living to this day.
“the women's sphere had indeed expanded
Although Milwaukee-Downer col- beyond what she had formerly considered
lege culture has a significant impact on its proper boundaries, the home and the
life at Lawrence now, life at Milwaukee- classroom-to the world outside.”
Downer looked very different from our presPeterson continued on to say that
ent Lawrence experience. In an interview, “Everyone now has a cell phone all the
Milwaukee-Downer alumna Pat Petersen ‘57 time, but we had to go to the office to pick
said, “Our housemother was very stern in up our phone call. That’s where the only
the dorm. As freshmen, light hours were phone was.” Mondays through Saturdays,
enforced. We weren’t supposed to stay up all the women would be woken up at 6:30 a.m.
night, as well as the off campus hours and by a “rising” bell and Sundays they were
so forth.”
given until 7:30 a.m. They’d be expected to
Formed in 1895, Milwaukee-Downer be at breakfast half an hour later. Lunch was
was the combination of Milwaukee more informal and was served at 12:30 p.m.
and dinner at 6 p.m.
The schedule for the
academic classes
was applied to the
whole student body
and carried throughout the day. They
were also expected
to go to chapel every
day. It’s a good thing
we only have quiet
hours to abide by in
the dorms now!
Some of the
Milwaukee-Downer
traditions
and
objects passed on
to Lawrence can
be seen today, such
as the tradition of
Original Teakwood Room from Milwaukee-Downer.
assigning each class
Photos courtesy of the Lawrence University Archives
a color—red, yellow,

green or purple as
well as variations
of the Hat Hunt.
Milwaukee-Downer
gave Lawrence the
sundial on the south
side of Main Hall,
and the Teakwood
Room at MilwaukeeDowner’s
campus is now reassembled in Jason
Downer Commons
in Chapman Hall.
The legacy can also
be seen through the
Milwaukee-Downer
Room in the Seeley
G. Mudd Library that
contains MilwaukeeDowner’s rare book
collection and memorabilia, and the group
of Hawthorn trees by Colman Hall called
Hawthornden.
Milwaukee-Downer had many amazing women, but one graduate in particular touched the lives of the college. Liz
Richardson ‘40 was a part of the Red Cross
service, and was killed in an airplane crash
in July 1945 at the age of 26 on the way to
Paris. She had a creative mind which was
evident through the cartoon character she
designed called Beulah who mimicked the
life of Milwaukee-Downer women. Wearing
“outfits” consisting of a cardigan, skirt and
saddle shoes, she even had a boyfriend
named George. Richardson satirized life at
college with the rest of the students and
faculty. She also wrote short stories and
poems, of which some were published in
the “Undergraduate Verse,” a MilwaukeeDowner bulletin in 1950. She was the only
student from Milwaukee-Downer who
passed away during World War II.
When asked about her time at

were seen and would start a conversation
about sexual assault and harassment on
campus.
“We should not have four percent of
people on campus say they have been sexually assaulted,” said Bryan. “SAASHA wants to
push people out of their comfort zones to be
aware this is a real issue.”
Oster wanted anyone who viewed the
project, especially someone who was a survivor of sexual assault, to “feel empowered
that there is a group on campus that cares
about them and knows they are not alone by
seeing the real statistics of our campus and
the national community.” She emphasized
that she was most excited for responses
and reactions after the project was finished.
Oster stated that she would also like to hear
any negative reactions because she felt that
it is still worthwhile to hear from those
who have a differing opinion. “I think their
criticism is as important and can be where
misinformation lies,” said Oster. “I want to
know who is aware and who cares.”
Shearon shared her views on the motivation behind the exhibit, saying “I hope
for one survivor who walks by [to feel like]
there is a space for them here on campus
and that their story matters and that there
are people at Lawrence who are working
to support them.” Bryan added “So many of
us are so wrapped in our lives don't realize
there is someone who needs help and we
can help them.”
SAASHA would also be having more
bystander intervention trainings. A
bystander is someone who does not speak
up when they see an act of sexual violence.
Either this person sees it but will not say
anything, will see it, but not recognize it,
or not see it at all. Because it is uncomfortable to say something when acts of sexual

violence occur, SAASHA wants to create a
safe space for students to learn and obtain
helpful resources.
“So often if you are not involved and
you don't think about [sexual violence], you
don’t realize these are real things happening—I want people to be jarred out of it,”
said Bryan. Oster added that the important thing is to do something. “We need to

Staff Writer

“The Clothes We Wear”:
Behind Sexual Assault
Karina Barajas
Staff Writer

________________________________

This past week, Student Alliance
Against Sexual Harassment (SAASHA) was
working on an art installation called “The
Clothes We Wear.” The exhibit included
t-shirts on a clothesline decorated with
positive messages for survivors of sexual
violence and statistics showing the facts of
sexual assault on campus to raise awareness of the reality of sexual harassment
students face. The installation traveled,
starting in the gallery space in the Warch
Campus Center to the Buchanan Kiewit
Wellness Center and then the Conservatory,
continuing to move where there is most
interest.
SAASHA chair and senior Casey
Shearson shared her enthusiasm for the art
installation, “This has been an idea SAASHA
had since last Spring Term, and I am excited
we are finally doing it.” Vice Chair and junior
Naomi Oster said, “’Survivor’s Clothesline’
is an installation that is affirmative to survivors and anyone who has had any interaction with sexual violence or harassment
and serves as a reminder this is a real issue.
Assault can stick with somebody like the
clothes they wear.”
Statistics show that one in four women
are victims of rape or attempted rape and
that 95 percent of people know their perpetrator. The remaining percentage of women
who have not experienced rape themselves
still are aware of someone who has, such as a
family member or a neighbor. More statistics
can be found in the art installation. SAASHA
Board member and junior Mallory Bryan
wanted to make sure that these statistics

Class of 1953 gets their class color.

Milwaukee-Downer, Marlene Widen ’55
shared “It wasn’t my college of top choice
at first. I went because of it’s affordable
price of $350 per year. It felt a whole lot
like family there. We didn’t have sororities,
but we bonded as a class. It was the best
school I could have ever attended no matter
what.” Widen graduated from MilwaukeeDowner with a double major in sociology
and Spanish and a minor in psychology.
Klienman states that “The "MilwaukeeDowner Woman" of the twentieth century
was increasingly characterized by an independence of mind and action that enabled
her to meet all manner of challenges;”
Milwaukee-Downer College not only gave
to Lawrence, but also gave to the women in
attendance. The students needed education
in order to acquire jobs, but they also truly
wanted to learn.

remember to stop sexual violence is to stop
a culture that permits it. Feeling a responsibility to act is a community-based feeling.”
SAASHA wants to make a campus a
safer and more supportive place for everybody. With the new art installation and
bystander intervention trainings, informa-

See page 10
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Sell Us Your Major: Physics
Andrew Brown
Staff Writer

________________________________________________

This column is devoted to sharing student and faculty input on the various majors
offered at Lawrence. The goal is to highlight
areas of study that are not well known and to
provide undecided students an inside look at
things they may want to study.
While the natural sciences are relatively
well-established majors at any given university, the unique approaches that Lawrence
takes towards these particularly vast subjects
make them fair game for this column. With
the structure of the major and the amazing
independent research projects done by students on campus, physics at Lawrence is not
something that can be brushed aside.
Physics is a multi-faceted field concerning the study of the natural world.
While physics can cover many topics including motion, energy and forces, it can be generalized under two broader approaches:
theoretical and experimental.
Associate Professor of Physics and
department chair Doug Martin explained
this in more detail. “There are two pieces
in particular to this study. The first is the
search for the fundamental theories which
describe how the universe works—theories
like gravity and quantum mechanics. The
second is the application of these theories
to predict and explain phenomena around
us, from building LED displays to the expansion of the universe to the flow of water in
the Fox River.”

Though physics is not necessarily a traditional field of study in a liberal arts sense,
the department encompasses the ideas of
astronomy and geometry which are two of
the seven classical liberal arts. Martin was
also quick to cite the Lawrence mission statement when he said, “More contemporarily,
Lawrence is ‘devoted to […] the pursuit of
knowledge and understanding’, according
to the university’s mission statement. Physics
is one important way of understanding the
world around us.”
The Physics Department at Lawrence
offers a great amount of opportunities to
students. They boast a list of major requirements that fulfill almost all of the requirements for Lawrence’s 3-2 engineering program. They also welcome students with
strong interests in other natural sciences
such as biology, chemistry and geology to
construct unique, interdisciplinary majors
that center around physics and one of the
three secondary interests.
“The best thing for me is having a staff
that is really dedicated to what they do,” said
fifth-year physics major Albert Marshall, “and
it shows in their classes. I think it’s hard to
learn in an environment where the person
teaching really has no interest to teach the
material. At Lawrence there is no shortage of
people who love what they do!”
Physics is also one of the few departments that engages directly with high
school students interested in studying
physics when they go to college. This year,
the thirty-first annual Lawrence Physics
Workshop will take place in late February.

The workshop is designed for high school
seniors to spend some time on campus
and engage with students and faculty in
the Physics Department. Simulating planet
formation in the early solar system and
making holograms are some of the projects
that will be at the workshop this year. These
workshop projects seem to be fascinating
on their own, but pale in comparison to the
work that students do while at Lawrence
and beyond.
While at Lawrence, students can expect
to do some large physical projects such
as building trebuchets, soccer-ball testers
and wind-tunnels, as well as theoreticallychallenging projects like a gravitational lens
simulator and an electronic neuron and
synapse.
“This summer I worked on developing a
method of determining the temperature of a
specific kind of plasma,” Marshall explained.
“My senior research project is my attempt
to do the same thing, but by using another
method. My first interest actually sparked
with my summer research. I decided that I
liked it enough that I would try and continue
it in some shape or form. What better way
than my senior experience.”
Beyond Lawrence, students have been
able to accomplish things such as building a telepresence robot, designing a wireless electricity transmitting system and
becoming president of the Optical Society
of America.
“I love physics,” Martin said, “and I’m
delighted to try and bring that enthusiasm
to the students I’m teaching every term. One

of the most enjoyable things about physics is
how connected the discipline is. Every class,
and really every part of the discipline, has an
important role to play.”
Martin’s enthusiasm for physics goes
beyond just the students he already has. His
advice for students who may be considering a major in physics comes in three parts.
“First, get started as soon as possible,” Martin
stated “Second, don’t forget to take calculus.
Finally, just come talk with any of us in the
Physics Department.”
“I think just like any major: you really
have to want it.” Marshall advised to students considering physics as a major, “Just
like any major there will be hurdles that
seem too high to get over. Physics is going
to have those hurdles, along with some
valleys thrown in as well. As long as you
remember that other people have had to
face those challenges and made it through,
you can as well.”
The Physics Department at Lawrence
overall is one of the most expansive majors
on campus. It offers its fair share of flexibility to any students that are interested
in physics and even multi-interested students. While it’s heavy emphasis on the
theoretical aspect and mathematics may be
intimidating to some, the department has
a brilliant network of faculty that are fully
dedicated to helping students achieve the
most they can get from studying physics.

Photo Feature:
Lunar New Year Expo

Last Saturday, Jan. 28, was very special
to many students of East Asian descents as
they celebrated the beginning of the Year
of the Rooster with performances, food, a
photo booth and fun festivities at the annual Lunar New Year Expo. One of the largest collaborations across many offices and
student groups, the expo brought togeth-

er students, staff and faculty members
from the International Student Services,
Lawrence International, Chinese Students
Associations, the Waseda Exchange
Program, the Vietnamese Students Group,
Pan-Asian Organization and more. Many
members of the Appleton and Fox Valley
communities also join in the festivities

of this much anticipated event. The highlights of the event included the traditional Vietnamese Lion Dance and Japanese
drums, as well as many booths displaying
Lunar New Year traditions in various countries – ranging from snacks, fun games and
dances.

A professional Vietnamese Lion Dance Crew performs at the Expo.

Sophomore Jason Lau helps local children fold origami.

Waseda junior Tsubasa Sasaki demonstrates his calligraphy skill at the Japanese booth.

The Japanese student group introduce their calligraphy, art and other traditions at their booth.

Photos by Billy Liu
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LSO performs “Evocations”

Bridget Bartal

Staff Writer
_____________________________________

Sofar Sounds
Appleton Concert
Izzy Yellen
Columnist

______________________

Sofar Sounds is a worldwide organization that builds
concerts upon community,
mystery and the idea that music
is of upmost importance. The
concerts are hosted in intimate
settings that the attendees do
not know until the night before,
and the artists performing are
not revealed until the event.
On January 27, I, along with
a healthy mix of Appletonians
and Lawrentians, had the wonderful opportunity to experience the first Sofar concert in
Appleton. The diverse lineup
consisted of B. Lilly, Oh My Love
and Nicholas the Transparent
and was hosted by The Draw,
an art gallery in Appleton.
Instead of beginning with
the music, the experience
began with the audience curiously flooding into the venue.
Lawrentians clumped together,
but as the night progressed, the
gap between students and community members dissolved.
What makes each Sofar unique
is that people of all walks of
life and musical backgrounds
come and interact throughout
the night. Everyone is there
for the music, and because of
this fact, conversation between
strangers becomes natural and
is welcomed.
Lawrence’s own B. Lilly—
junior Bernard Lilly Jr.—was
the opening act, singing and
playing piano. With ease, he put
himself out there, boldly vocalizing songs of love. His voice
was rich with a touch of reverb,
which filled the room resonantly. Stripped down just to the
core of voice and simple piano
backgrounds, B. Lilly captivated
the audience with his honest,
original compositions. The only
non-original was his opener—
a cover of a John Legend song,
sharing that he loves to begin
his performances by covering
one of his particular heroes
and sources of inspiration.
With light grooves, relatable
lyrics and a healthy amount of
audience interaction, his set
came to the end quickly, closing humbly with a song about
self-doubt.
Keeping with the strong
sense of community attached
with Sofar, the breaks between
acts were structured, encouraging interaction with other
attendees. City Director, founder of Sofar Sounds Appleton
and junior Arielle Kaye led the
breaks based on her experiences from Sofars she has attended. The first, following B. Lilly,
was to write on a Post-it note
a band you enjoy. At the end of
the night, everyone was invited
to take any note not belonging to them for a new music
suggestion. During the break
before the final act, we were
to make a secret handshake
with a stranger. Both breaks

were perfect transitions while
the next musicians set up and
distinguished Sofar from other
concert experiences.
Next up was the electropop duo Oh My Love hailing from Madison. Featuring
Hannah Luree on vocals and
Christian Lisser on electronics, the music was as electrifying as it was heartfelt. One
of my favorite aspects was the
constant interplay between
the two. It could have just as
easily been Luree focusing on
her singing and Lisser on his
beats, but both showed signs
of attentive listening to each
other. Lisser was often mouthing the words Luree sang and
meticulously manipulating her
voice with effects while Luree
danced to the instrumentals,
frequently looking back at her
counterpart. The two worked
together well because they listened to each other, but also
because their combined efforts
of different musical voices
came together in exciting ways.
The electronics were very present and driving, but the vocals
were more subdued, giving a
nice push and pull throughout
the set.
After the handshake break,
Nicholas the Transparent, who
played at Lawrence earlier this
year, closed the night with a
raging, spirited set of politically charged and personal
songs. Guitarist Bill Grasley,
whom Nicholas also plays
with in rock trio The Traveling
Suitcase, joined him. While
their band has Nicholas on
drums and vocals, his solo act
has him outside of his comfort
zone, playing guitar and singing. Exposed for the duration
of the performance, Nicholas
never held back, releasing guttural, pained screams over
vigorously strummed acoustic
guitar and more mellow electric. It is not often that a band’s
lineup consists of two guitars
and nothing else, but for this
act, it really worked. Nicholas’
acoustic playing was much like
a busker’s—raw and powerful
while Grasley’s was washed
with reverb and effects, aiming
the sound towards the cosmos.
Like their musical voices, their
personas were different—the
former often sharing his dark
humor between songs and the
latter being laidback, barely
speaking. The types of relationships the two shared made for
a memorable live show, to say
the least.
I can do nothing but highly
suggest going to a Sofar Sound
performance. Preconceived
notions were obliterated, and
thanks to the secrecy communities were brought together. I
was introduced to new music
and I listened in an environment unique to that night. I
cannot wait to experience Sofar
again in a completely different
way.

On Saturday Jan. 28, the
Lawrence University Symphony
Orchestra (LSO) performed their
first concert of 2017. The performance was held in the Memorial
Chapel and was conducted by
Assistant Professor of Music and
Director of Orchestral Studies
Mark Dupere. The concert was
named “Evocations” and rightfully so. Three contrasting pieces
evoked three extremely different
ranges of emotions while showcasing the versatility of LSO. After
reviewing the LSO “Folk and
Folklore” concert in October, I was
excited to write about the musicianship of the orchestra again.
The first piece of the night
was “Symphony No. 1 in C Major,
Op. 21” by Ludwig van Beethoven.
From the very start of the performance, the extreme passion
and enthusiasm of Dupere was
exhibited. The respect that LSO
musicians have for Dupere was
also prevalent throughout the
performance. This symphony
displayed the extreme precision
of the group, and the orchestra
swelled beautifully and elegantly
with every crescendo. The second
movement was played sweetly
and softly, while the third movement was upbeat and dramatic.
Each of the four movements was

full of life.
The symphony was followed
by “Ma mère l’Oye” by Maurice
Ravel. Also called “Mother Goose
Suite,” the piece is comprised
of five movements, all based on
fairytales. The suite was played
with a dreamlike delicateness that
entranced the audience. The addition of harp and celesta added a
distinct color to the suite. Notably,
the percussion featured in this
piece was fascinatingly odd and
added a lot of the personality that
Ravel intended the piece to possess.
Many instruments throughout “Mother Goose Suite” were
meant to personify the characters in fairytales, and this aspect
was best exemplified in the fourth
movement, titled “Conversations
of Beauty and the Beast.” The
part of the beast was played on
contrabassoon by senior soloist
Renae Tuschner. The contrabassoon had a deep, menacing sound
to it, making the solo particularly
convincing. The last movement,
“Fairy Garden,” sounded just as
one would expect it to. The ethereal sounds of the orchestra were
breathtaking in an almost magical
way that filled the Chapel.
After an intermission in
which excitement and energy
buzzed through the crowd, LSO
concluded the night with “Four
Dance Episodes from ‘Rodeo’” by

Aaron Copland. The piece started
instantly fast and loud, and much
of the piece continued this way.
There were, however, calmer and
quieter sections, including movement two, “Corral Nocturne.” Both
the fast and slow tempos were
played with equal conviction.
The final movement, “HoeDown,” began with a trio solo
featuring concertmistress of the
LSO and violinist senior Isabel
Damann, guitarist and fifth-year
senior Ilan Blanck and bassist and
sophomore Jeanette Adams. The
lively folk melody had both the
crowd and the members of LSO
stomping their feet in excitement
and approval. The trio, presented
at the front of the stage, visibly
danced along; their enjoyment of
the music was extremely obvious.
After the trio, the orchestra had
a bold entrance, and the piece
took off. The energy of this final
movement was contagious, and
one could not help but smile as
the piece ended.
The performance closed with
a roar of approval from the audience, as well as a standing ovation. Everyone seemed to leave
Memorial Chapel in good spirits,
and the Lawrence Symphony
Orchestra proved once again their
ability to play challenging, versatile pieces with extreme precision
and energy.

The Lawrence Symphony Orchestra performs their program “Evocations” in the Lawrence Memorial Chapel.
Photo by Kiran Mufty

Open Dance Jam

Lawrence students dance in the improvised Open Dance Jam on Sunday, Jan. 29.
Photo by Hikari Mine
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ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:
RENAE TUSCHNER

Emma Arnesen
Staff Writer

_________________________

Lawrence’s five-year double-degree program has been
very rewarding for senior Renae
Tuschner. Currently in her fourth
year of the program, Tuschner is
studying Bassoon Performance,
Psychology and Neuroscience. “I
actually found Lawrence through
an internship opportunity that
I had in high school. I was in a
youth orchestra—my boss there
went to Lawrence, and she also
did the double-degree program,
so she encouraged me to check
it out.”
Though she started out
playing oboe in youth orchestra,
Tuschner explained, “the first
time I ever saw [a bassoon] in
person and heard it in person
I was like, ‘I have to play that!’
so I did. I switched and I have
not gone back.” Lawrence has
provided many valuable resources for Tuschner and she notes
how much she has grown as a
musician, playing in her junior
recital last term, being the head
orchestra librarian as well as
being part of the Viking Bassoon
Ensemble (ViBE) where she

plays contrabassoon. Tuschner’s
studio professor Instructor of
Music Carl Rath is the director
and arranger for ViBE. “[ViBE] is
really all about teaching us to be
better, more well-rounded musicians by playing a wide variety
of music.” Tuschner mentioned
that a couple years ago ViBE did
a rock opera concert and played
selections from “Tommy” by The
Who, “Bohemian Rhapsody” and
“American Idiot” by Green Day.
“It is so much fun, and I have
such an appreciation for music
that I would have never sought
out to listen to on my own.”
Apart from studio, orchestra
and classes in the Conservatory,
Tuschner’s psychology and
neuroscience classes in the college have enhanced her time at
Lawrence. While the three areas
of study initially do not seem to
compare, Tuschner stated that
she has always wanted to pursue
music therapy, a career field that
would directly involve all three
of her chosen degree concentrations. Regarding applying for
graduate programs next year, she
stated “I am trying to decide if I
want to go into practicing music
therapy or research, but I am specifically interested in neurologic

music therapy—working with
people with autism, Alzheimer’s
and Parkinson’s.” For one of her
classes, Perception, Tuschner
mentioned, “there is a whole unit
where you learn about the inner
working of the ear…and I feel like
I have this different perspective
on that from being a musician.”
Students thinking of pursuing Lawrence’s five-year doubledegree program should “think
about it carefully,” Tuschner
advised. Even though she is lucky
to know what she wants to do
with both degrees, Tuschner said
that the five-year program is not
a decision to make lightly. “It is
a lot of work, and I think it is
important to have a clear idea
of what you want to do with
those two degrees—or even just
one of them.” Tuschner hopes
to incorporate music with psychology and neuroscience in a
later career and stated that her
experience in the Conservatory
is rewarding in itself for personal
growth as a musician, even if the
classes or lessons do not contribute to post-Lawrence plans.
Tuschner’s involvement on
campus ranges from being part
of the women’s music fraternity Sigma Alpha Iota, playing

Photo by Natalie Cash

contrabassoon in Heavy Metal
Ensemble and ViBE to being a
T.A. for Professor Gottfried and
lab assistant for Professor Hilt’s
care lab. A big shout out goes to
Gottfried, Hilt and Rath for being
sources of support and inspiration during Tuschner’s time at
Lawrence and helping her pursue her many interests.
See Renae perform with
ViBE in their upcoming concert

where they will be performing
The Beatles’ “Strawberry Fields
Forever” featuring the Lawrence
University Cello Ensemble on
Sunday, March 5 at 5 p.m. in
Harper Hall.

Wet Ink Ensemble Dance Series presents “Another”
defies expectations
Wendell Leafstedt
Staff Writer

_________________________

Ali Shuger

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Students gathered in Harper
Hall on Friday Jan. 27 to hear
Wet Ink, a New-York based experimental music ensemble. Many of
those in attendance whom I talked
to were unsure what to expect.
Personally, I did not expect what
I received.
Wet Ink utilizes instruments:
flute, violin, piano, saxophone
and voice, namely, to their full
potential. They began the night
with a piece for piano and voice,
“Only The Words Themselves
Mean What They Say,” in which
the two performers, Assistant
Professor of Music and Teacher
of Flute Erin Lesser and vocalist
Kate Soper blended the sounds
of their respective instruments so
that at times they almost became
indistinguishable from one another. The piece, whose lyrics explore
the interconnection between
word and sound plays off of the
same theme, using innovative and
unorthodox flute techniques to
accentuate and experiment with
the vocals. Elements of humor
were interspersed through the
generally serious and avant-garde
tone as the performers themselves struggled to suppress their
smiles during particularly energetic passages.
The next piece began with an

energy that was drastically different, starting with a continuous,
scratchy drone from the violin
played by Josh Modney. To me,
it sounded reminiscent of an old
modem. Although its slow start
put me in an uncertain mindset, what followed was more
than enough to reassure me of
the music’s appeal. Modney and
pianist Eric Wubbels spent the
next 25 minutes lacing repetitive,
rhythmic sections reminiscent of
Reich with sections that explored
manual manipulation of piano
strings, Tartini tones, interference
beats and string noise.
After the intermission was
the premiere of Lawrence senior
Dominic Ellis’s “Leviathan,” a
short piece with a chaotic tone to
match its lyrics—an excerpt from
the works of Herman Melville.
The words were supplemented by
rich full chords supplied by the
entire Wet Ink ensemble and the
use of subtle electronics, which
stood in stark contrast to the notso-subtle electronics of composer
Sam Pluta’s “Hydra”, the penultimate work of the night. If the
other pieces were pushing the
instruments to their full potential, then “Hydra” showed how
to push them past their limits.
Pluta’s live electronics could turn
Modney’s violin into a theremin

See page 10

“Another,” part of Lawrence’s
2016-2017 Dance Series, is a
multi-disciplinary performance
exploring
the
relationship
between dance and improvised
music composition, directed by
Milwaukeebased performance artists
Dawn Springer
and Jon Mueller,
who are interested in reimagining older performance styles
in a contemporary setting.
Springer
and
Mueller
worked with
two Appletonarea ballet students and two
accompanying
musicians to
create a unique
performance
combining
classical ballet
technique with
modern musical minimalism. Mueller played
drums alongside pianist Erin Wolf
and guitarist Shawn Stephany.
The performance took place
in Esch-Hurvis Studio in the Warch
Campus Center on Wednesday,
Jan. 25. Everything was arranged
around a grand piano in the center, a drum set and lap steel guitar

were set off to the side and space
for the dancers was reserved near
the front.
After a brief introduction
from Instructor of Dance Margaret
Paek, who coordinated the guests’
visit, the performance began. The
first gesture of the piece was from
one dancer, who began to pop up
and down on her pointe shoes,

around a four-note major-key
melody played on the piano. The
drums rumbled gently in the resonant room. The guitar played very
sparingly, accenting the sounds of
piano keys and pointe shoes once
every few minutes.
Although the musicians were
improvising, the dancers’ routine was mostly predetermined.

Dancers perform in “Another” as a part of Lawrence’s 2016-2017 Dance Series.
Photo by Angelica Hurtado

nearly jumping in place. As the
second dancer began to imitate
the motion, the first switched to
one involving raising and lowering her arms.
As the dancers cycled through
gestures, the musicians entered
inconspicuously one by one. They
built an ambient sound space

Springer’s choreography was
elaborate; when they were not
holding ballet poses, the dancers
jogged in loops around the musicians, nearly colliding. Sometimes
the whole ensemble came to a
stop and restarted. Sometimes the
pitter-patter of pointe shoes was

See page 11
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Does Lawrence have Spirit?
“We got spirit, yes we do! We got spirit, how ‘bout you?!” said no one at a Lawrence sporting event ever. The student presence at sporting events at Lawrence, if there is one, or even
Conservatory events (though a different kind of presence), is not so exciting. Where are the
signs? Where’s the unison clapping? The chants? Nothing. Of course, we can’t compare to large
state or public schools whose sports dominate the scene, but even some cheers or a unified
student section would be a nice change. Lawrence University Dance Team provided us a boost
in this direction, bringing a new enthusiasm and attendance (pun intended) to games. We’re
now in the winter sporting season, though, and things are looking as dreary as ever.
This, however, is to be expected. Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) hits Lawrence hard
every year. It’s hard to be excited about anything, let alone to muster up the verve to get a
basketball game going. Ironically, the best way to combat seasonal affective disorder is by
exercising, as well as getting outside or taking a break from homework—two things that can
be done by attending a game or concert. Imagine that!
Winter sports get the short end of the stick when most people don’t feel like going outside,
especially considering there are so few home games or meets. Because of the trimester system, basketball and hockey have almost half of their games before Winter Term even officially
starts. On top of that, for hockey, students have to find a way to get over to the Appleton Family
Ice Center if they want to watch a game—a long way for a mere college student with no car
and little ambition.
SAD, and general apathy, affects the Conservatory in similar ways. There’s low concert
attendance and a lack of genuine interest in student recitals, concerts and performances.
LUCC’s Athletic and Conservatory Engagement Committee makes efforts to get athletes to
concerts and musicians to games with the “Flip-Flop Weekend” which happens once a term.
Even a themed weekend, however, can’t quite get Lawrentians excited about either.
What do we find students getting hype for? Mostly, it’s the weirder, quirkier things. We
have a certain enthusiasm for the Great Midwest Trivia Contest, for student bands, LU-Aroo
and for other niche things––bubble soccer anyone? We saw this just last weekend with Trivia.
There were many students chanting “Dickid!” at 1 a.m. You don’t often see that at a sports
game. Lawrentians’ priorities are elsewhere, not often in Alexander Gym, unfortunately for
the athletes. So why do Lawrentians reserve their enthusiasm for some events, but not others?
Our theory is that—in typical small, liberal arts college fashion—we tend to prioritize things
we see as “unique” or “intellectual.” This isn’t a surprise. School spirit is for huge state schools
with D1 sports, for places where players are celebrities on campus and for teams with slightly
better records than ours. Essentially, we think we’re too cool for sports.
We don’t think this should be the case, though. We’re not too cool for sports. As a student
body, we should support our sports teams (and music ensembles). School spirit might help
lift your own spirit this winter. It’s fun to yell at a basketball game with your friends—have
some enthusiasm!

Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Jonathan Rubin at jonathan.c.rubin@
lawrence.edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the
right to edit for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and should not be more than 350 words.

Death, Dying and Why I Went To Sierra Leone
Jonathan Rubin
Op-Ed Editor

________________________

I am never more thankful
for my Jewish upbringing then
when I need to start processing
the death of someone close to me.
All religions have their own way of
helping people through grief and
mourning, and for many people
this is one of the biggest ways that
religion and spirituality manifest
and impact their lives—especially
nowadays as people become more
and more secular. Religion helps
people figure out what to do and
how to process the enormity and
absoluteness of death. I wasn’t
able to truly understand the
recent passing of a family member until, per Jewish custom, I put
a shovel full of dirt on their coffin.
This ritual, helped me realize that
my loved one was not with me in
the same way as they used to.
Burial practices are in many
ways the most profound form
of wisdom that is passed on to
us. We learn to understand who
and what we are by coming to
terms with death. We learn what
it truly means to be Human—to be
impermanent.
Judaism helps me face what
is hard in my life. How do people
process the even larger tragedies
they face? I am wealthy privileged
person living in the first world.
How can human beings handle

tragedy and strife that is profoundly unfair? It sometimes feels
easier to forget that the horror we
hear about around the world is
weathered by real humans with
all the same emotions and fears
as westerners have. While those
living outside the first world certainly have learned grit from their
circumstances, it isn’t as if they
are anymore equipped to handle
trauma.
Lawrence has a field experience program in Sierra Leone,
a country that suffered intensely from Ebola and that was not
too long ago scarred by a bloody
civil war. During Ebola, traditonal Islamic burial practices were
banned. Not only would people
lose loved ones, they would not
be able to have a proper burial
for them; some people don’t even
know where their loved ones are
buried. I wanted to go to Sierra
Leone to learn peoples’ stories
and hear from them how they
suffered and how they survived. I
wanted to develop an understanding of the place of Ebola graves—
and the burial practices that were
used in Sierra Leonian religious
life.
I am incredibly grateful to
Lawrence and the people I met
in Sierra Leone who shared their
stories, homes and country with
me. I have spent much of this
term working on a writing project
that uses my journals, notes and

interviews to try to help westerners understand the Ebola Crisis
and Sierra Leone by hearing my
story of meeting amazing, resilient people.
Ebola’s victims were chosen
because of geography, poverty
and privilege—or lack thereof.
Homes emptied and sprayed with
poison chemicals. Families torn
apart. A corrupt government lacking enough resources solved as
many problems as it created and
inadvertently killed people.
The helplessness I felt while
I was hearing stories and seeing
the living conditions of survivors
was the most intense instance of a
feeling that plagues me often that
I think we all have. To be human
is to be helpless. Something
I was told a lot as a child that
has seemed truer and truer as I
move through life is that you can’t
decide the problems you face, just
what you do about them. While at
first this may seem like a truism or
a cute aphorism, I think it actually
says something profound. All you
get is this one miserable, crazy
and beautiful monkey life and it
is always an inch from catastrophe. Any control you think you
might have is just illusory. One of
the Imams I interviewed in Sierra
Leone preached during the crisis
“If you can help others, then you
must.”

Pioneer Open
continued from page 4

working with the hurdlers on
their speed and form to perfect
the race. Harder joins a dedicated
group of coaches. Exemplifying
this dedication, Coach Jason Fast
shoveled out a 200-meter track on

the surface of the Banta Bowl so
the runners had the opportunity
to work on a softer surface pavement and a better surface than
the short wellness center indoor
track.
The Vikings will travel to
UW-Stevens Point on Feb. 4 for
their next competition.

Team of the Week: Women’s Swimming
continued from page 5

so I am hopeful!
SF: You have five seniors on the team including you. What are the
thoughts going through your head as you are ending your swimming
career at Lawrence?
Paige Witter: I think all of us are finding the end of the season to be bittersweet. We are excited for Conference and to see how everyone swims,
but for most of us it will also be the end of a long swimming career. We
are all thinking about what we will do after while also trying to focus on
enjoying the last couple weeks!
SF: Could you share one of your fondest memories?

PW: Many of my best memories are from the team trip we take to Florida
every winter break. There, we have some of our hardest practices of the
season twice a day, but for the rest of the day we hang out on the beach
and in the ocean. I think Florida is really a time when the team comes
together and gets to know each other away from the Lawrence bubble.

Sexual Assault
continued from page 6

tion about campus sexual assault
and harassment prevention will
be more comprehensive and
accessible to all. “The statistics
are from Lawrence because we
can’t pretend those statistics don’t
apply to us just because we are
a small liberal arts college.” said
Bryan. On-campus resources such
as Sexual Harassment and Assault
Resources & Education (SHARE),
confidential resources and a
Sexual Assault Crisis Center are

Wet Ink

continued from page 9
and Wubbels’s piano into distorted audio feedback.
Wet Ink’s final piece
of the night, Alex Mincek’s
“Harmonielehre,” began again
with a continuous scratchy drone
from the violin sans electronic
modification. It was split into
movements ranging from the first,
a drone accompanied by a series
of steady, ominous chords fading in and out like a far-off train
whistle, to the fifth and final, in
which the entire ensemble performed soft, seemingly disconnected riffs that were eventually
discontinued by the same violin
drone. Although the ending felt
rather lackluster compared to the

helping to provide an outlet for
victims of sexual assault.
Oster shared her mantra,
“I am more” which means “I am
more than the sum of things of
what happened to me and the
activism that I do.” Oster believed
this was important for all survivors to remember.
Shearson wished to tell survivors, “You are valid whoever you
are and whatever your experience
is—you matter and we are here
for you and you have a place at
Lawrence.”
night’s other pieces, it tied the
various musical themes together
into a satisfying bow.
Wet Ink was brought to
Lawrence through the New Music
Series, led by Associate Professor
of Music and Composition Faculty
Asha
Srinivasan,
Associate
Professor of Music and Teacher of
Piano Michael Mizrahi and ensemble member Assistant Professor of
Music and Teacher of Flute Erin
Lesser. Future events include “The
Music of Marcos Balter and Stacy
Garrop” on Feb. 19 and “Roomful
of Teeth” on April 7.
You can find out more about
Lawrence’s New Music Series at
www.lawrence.edu/conservatory/performance_series/new_
music and watch Wet Ink perform
online by visiting www.wetink.
org.
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The Conspiracy Is to Make You Stop Fighting
Henry Dykstal
Staff Writer

_________________________

Well…a lot has happened this
week. I’ve talked a bit about how
we’re in unknown territory, and
how the world’s economy is based
on oil and that is quickly becoming unnecessary, but the fact that
the Trump administration has
already begun this level of awfulness so quickly is something surprising to me. The Muslim ban
(yes, that is what it is. Let’s not
pretend it’s anything else) has
shocked the world. I’ve never
been proud of people like I am
of the people protesting this (I
was at the vigil the other night,
but I still don’t think I’m worthy
to be in the company who have
been doing this for decades), but
there’s been a new sort of think
piece that’s been cropping up a
lot these days; that this is all a
distraction for something altogether more sinister—essentially
the plans to set up a dictatorship and that the public would be
too fatigued and worn down to
protest its existence. These pieces paint Stephen Bannon, white
nationalist and Trump’s Karl Rove
equivalent, as an evil genius who
plans to use Trump as a puppet as
he and Putin plot the destruction
of everyone who isn’t white and
drown in oil money forever, and
that we shouldn’t protest the refugees being blocked because this is
what our energy should really be
focused on.
With all due respect, these
takes are silly and dangerous. While I’ve always been of
the predisposition that anyone
who would uncover actual conspiracies would be killed before
reporting them, and while it may
be what’s going on, we have to
keep our heads cool in times of
crisis such as this.
So first, let’s get some stuff
out of the way: Is Bannon a racist piece of garbage? Yes. Does
Bannon threaten world peace?
Yes. Does Bannon have a lot of
fingers in pies that could lead

to the destruction of our liberal
democracy? Yes. Is he, alongside
Stephen Miller and Jeff Sessions,
manipulating Trump to get what
he wants? Yes. Are they smart and
their success inevitable? No.
The sheer monstrosity of
Trump, combined with his win
that seemed to go against all logic,
has left many of us shocked and
reeling. I’m still feeling it myself.
But to imagine he’s a strong man
who will destroy us is dangerous,
because that can fuel it. He’s a
weakling and he can be defeated
but only if we keep fighting him.
When I say weakling I don’t
mean in terms of power. In terms
of what the President is allowed
to do it’s the most powerful job
in the world, and the precariousness of the Trump situation (his
party hates him but is afraid of
isolating voters, everyone else
hates him but can’t get rid of
him) makes him seem as if he’s
held us hostage, which in many
ways he has. But consider what’s
been going on from the myriad
of leaks that’s been coming from
the White House: it’s bedlam.
Priebus is nearly about to quit
and he’s the only thing holding
the West Wing together. Trump
won’t go up a flight of stairs to see
Kellyanne Conway because he has
a stair phobia. Trump isn’t talking to anyone except for Bannon.
Press Secretary Spicer is possibly
going to be fired to be replaced by
either Conway or former reality
TV star Omarosa, and all the while
Trump’s son-in-law Jared Kushner
and former Trump confidante
Michael Flynn are getting more
and more pushed out of the circle
of influence. That’s just the stuff
we know about. A strong leader
doesn’t have these kind of problems, where staff are left in the
dark, there are constant power
struggles, and decisions are made
based on vindictiveness. A strong
leader is indifferent to the public’s
protests, rather than continuing
to lash out about it days afterwards, if not at this point weeks.
A strong leader can work despite
any distraction and any protest,

and their will is executed without
any problem. With just one executive order Trump has radicalized
his opposition even further then
he already has.
Now, if you are worried about
something, worry about David
Frum’s scenario in The Atlantic
this month, where he imagines
America in 2021 as fundamentally
indifferent, accepting of the corruption of the government and
surrounded by loyalists willing
to do anything for it, whether it
be Twitter attacks or the occasional dead journalist. That will
happen if you follow the idea
that this is all three-dimensional
chess played by Grand Supreme
Evil Genius Bannon and that you
should just give up, instead of
realizing the government is surrounded by reprehensible idiots
who have no idea what they’re
doing and even worse (read: better for us) refuse to ask for help.
Even though it’s Bannon and
Trump against the world, there
are actually several people who
have spent ample time in Nixon,
Reagan, and both Bushes’ administrations who know how to create what they want: a nationalist, isolated America which suppresses minority rights so that
they might as well not exist and
a petrostate. But they’ve talked
to none of them, offered them
no jobs. If you keep protesting
them, keep getting involved, and
keep helping turn the tide against
Trumpism and what it represents,
to rework America so that this
won’t happen again, then that will
be what saves us. Be vigilant, be a
fighter, and do not allow yourself
to be fatigued. This is America, a
place that does not have the Baltic
and Russian Slave Mentality—the
idea that everything is always terrible forever. We are a nation that
complains and fights and we will
continue to do so, no matter how
tiring it seems. We are not going to
let a bunch of fascists win this war
for the American spirit.

clean and fabulous location. “At
Kwik Trip™, count on fresh food
and a refreshing, friendly attitude
all day, every day,” the website
touts, “For everyday essentials,
a quick bite or a family-pleasing
meal to pick up and take home,
you’ll find it all here.”
My first time taking a pilgrimage to Kwik Trip was in the middle
of a snow/rain/sleet storm. I was
grumpy, freezing, and altogether
disgruntled by the time I made
it there. I slipped in the parking
lot, got nasty slush in my boot,
and stumbled angrily towards the
entrance. However, with the magical swishing sound of the automatic doors came a sense of peace
that washed over me. As I wandered the aisles for the first time,
I finally understood what the hype
was all about. As my friends has
repeatedly told me before, Kwik
Trip truly was “lit AF.”
Recently I had the distinct
pleasure of accompanying a fellow Lawrentian to Kwik Trip for
his first time. He, like I used to be,
was very dubious that this humble
gas station could truly be so great.
Nevertheless, as I stood back and
watched him look around the
store with growing excitement, I
knew that he, too, would never
be the same. “I’ve never felt this

way about a gas station before,”
he later told me. With one quick
trip down College Ave., he became
a Kwik Trip fan-boy.
You, too, can easily join
the entourage that is the Kwik
Trip Fan Club (KTFC). According
to Google Maps, the closest location is only 1.4 miles away from
Warch (just take a right at the
Walgreens up College—the sign
is impossible to miss). “I think
that even though it is, like, a 15
minute walk, it’s a really pleasant
stroll that allows you, in a way,
to meditate the negativity out of
your life,” one such enthusiast told
me. The grandeur of this place is
difficult to describe, so my final
plea is that you must experience
it yourself—there is no substitute.
So, the next time you’re hungry:
Kwik Trip (their donuts, mac and
cheese, burgers, or just about anything else are fabulous). If you
need to grocery shop: Kwik Trip.
(They have everything from pickle
bites and alcohol to cleaning supplies and medication). If you’re
simply just bored: go to the mall.
Just kidding. Go to Kwik Trip. If
you have any doubts still, even a
mild hesitation, simply remember
the website’s mantra: “Everyone
matters at Kwik Trip™.”

Kwik Trip: The [Place], The Myth, The Legend

Emma Fredrickson
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Kwik Trip is anything but your
average gas station. Described to
me as “an oasis of litness at 3
a.m.,” “always there for me when
no one else is,” “like a mini Paris
on the desert that is Appleton
and the sometimes suffocating
bubble of Lawrence,” and, simply,
“lit,” this place truly is a destination worthy of praise. Why, you
may ask, are so many people this
extremely “amped” and “jacked”
about Kwik Trip? Take my proverbial hand, friend, and let me reveal
its splendor to you.
But first, a little history. Kwik
Trip was founded in 1965 in Eau
Claire, Wisconsin. According
to their website, they now have
over 500 locations in Wisconsin,
Minnesota, and Iowa, but, like
Woodman’s, they are still family owned. To put it in their own,
grammatically obnoxious words,
“We are a growing company and
leader in our industry by giving
our loyal customers quality products and outstanding, friendly
service, at a fair, low price”. Not
only does Kwik Trip function as
a decent gas station, but also is a
mini grocery store, bakery, deli,
and café all rolled up into one
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As Long As It Is
Good For Buisness
Cassie Gitkin
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

I will be the first to admit
America is far from perfect. Our
systems are flawed, our minorities are ignored, and our policies
can be problematic and confusing. With all this happening, it
is easy to forget there are many
positive aspects of our nation. As
every grade-school child learns,
America was founded on the basis
of religious freedom. The separation of church and state has long
been one of our foremost values.
We are taught that America is a
melting pot of different cultures
and nationalities, and this makes
our country especially strong.
Unfortunately, this is not the
whole story. Religious hatred and
Islamophobia have always existed
in America, and have now become
a vehicle for power harnessed
by Donald Trump. The ban on
anyone from seven majority-Muslim countries from entering the
United States was instantly seen
for what it was – a ban on Muslim
people. This is not surprising, considering that in early December of
last year Donald Trump declared
a very similar sounding ban.
“Donald J. Trump is calling for
a total and complete shutdown
of Muslims entering the United
States until our country’s representatives can figure out what the
hell is going on.”
Despite this crystal-clear evidence of his intentions, Trump
denies that his newest executive
order has anything to do with
religion. In a statement published
on Sunday, Trump declares, “To
be clear, this is not a Muslim ban,
as the media is falsely reporting.
This is not about religion — this
is about terror and keeping our
country safe.”
As per usual, his short-tempered tweets tell a different story.
The same day that the previous
statement appeared, Donald
Trump tweeted, “Christians in the
Middle-East have been executed
in large numbers. We cannot
allow this horror to continue!”
This seemingly benign statement

sent up a multitude of red flags.
First and foremost is the assumption that specifically Christians are
being targeted. It is no secret that
Trump’s target audience consists
of white, middle-class Christians.
He is clearly pandering to this
demographic by convincing them
that people are attempting to kill
them. In many cases, ISIS and
other radical militant groups are
trying to brew terror by attacking
people indiscriminately. It is true
the group is targeting Christians
– but they are also targeting
non-radical Muslims, particularly Shiite Muslims, the Yazidis,
Turkmen, the governments of
Iran, Iraq, and Syria, Americans,
allies of the United States, and
pretty much all Westerners. And
that is not even a comprehensive
list! This leads to the second red
flag; rather than calling out ISIS or
terrorist groups, Donald Trump
blames the executions carried out
by radical terrorist groups on an
entire geographic location consisting of hundreds of millions of
people. This is an absurd attempt
to scapegoat people of the Middle
East for the actions of a few.
So why is Donald Trump
convincing Christians that ISIS is
after them? Power. Nothing motivates people more than fear. The
more that Trump can convince
Americans that someone is after
them, the more likely people are
to look to him for guidance. To
Trump, this is nothing more than
an economics game. This should
not be a surprise, considering his
long history of doing anything he
can to make as much money as
possible, but in case you need
further evidence: The seven countries that were listed in the travel
ban are those which have little
or no economic ties with Donald
Trump’s businesses. Saudi Arabia,
Egypt and the UAE—all countries
where Donald Trump has done
business that were not on the list.
It is clear that he will continue to
brew hatred so long as it does not
affect his wealth.
Not so subtle, Trump.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are
those of the students, faculty and community
members who wrote them. All facts are as

provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does
not endorse any opinions piece except for the
staff editorial, which represents a majority of
the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes
everyone to submit their own opinions using
the parameters outlined in the masthead.

“Another”

continued from page 9
the only sound to be heard.
I came to realize that all of
the moving people formed a sort
of composite instrument. There
was a process of actions and reactions from the performers that
became increasingly predictable as they learned each other’s
tendencies. “Another” lasted for
about 40 minutes, and that length
was a statement of its own, espe-

cially since the density of activity
was relatively low.
In a question-and-answer
session afterward, Springer said
that to her, “Another” is all about
the passage of time, “the moment
of uncertainty where you are waiting for the next thing.” Mueller
emphasized that he was interested in “setting up a situation where
there is very little to hold onto.”

LISTINGS
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What campus event do you get most excited for?
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